
triangles are a repeating pattern

they come from the exploration force, triangles are the shape of the exploration
force

Eliz and Wilm are ranked higher than Leon and Lucia

https://color.adobe.com/de/create/color-wheel

Leon
triangle? square?

later on more square
orange, yellow, light blue

brown (dark orange/yellow) hair
(light?) blue eyes?

clothes:
casual:

t shirt of various colors (light blue, white yellow-pattern, often black, white
when working)

TANK TOP!
mostly white, gray black but with little high saturated details
more rounded

formal
more hard edges
clean dark gray suit
the details are now military markings
team difference: his muscular body is visible through the formal clothes i.e.
his clothes are a bit to tight and through that less formal

combat:

potential details:
he's a mechanic -> dirt hands / clothes? open/scuffed technology

all his gear shows signs of him tinkering with it
he is PHYSICALLY STRONG, like way stronger than any average person -> tank
top -> bandages around the hands?
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V shaped body / strong chest and shoulders?
square shaped body akin to "Yuji Itadori"
emphasized shoulders?

he is actually quite smart and knows a lot science and tech stuff than Lucia and
Eliz do (not more than Wilm tho)
he is impatient and wants to prove himself -> ?
later on his arm will be the teleportation device

details:
small triangles :0

fokus:
i want you to fokus on his face but that'll happen anyways

blue eyes, high detail, messy hair
focus on the weapons

wherever he modified his weapons they are open and expose a lot of detail
focus on the body (eyesus)

i want is body and muscles to beak out of his formal clothing a bit

interesting:
well: exoskeleton :)
contrast to other characters:

melee weapons
bulky exotech
little actual exo skeleton

recognizability:
spear
i want emphasized shoulders i think

Appearance
Average height, trained body. 
Unkept brown hair, no beard, blue eyes 
19 years old. 
Wears the standard military gear that was given to him with a few modifications. His
Exotech is a bit more bulky simply because he can wear that much.

First impression 
A solid Exotech user and his physical strength is impressive, however with such a weak
power core for a Exotech user you wonder how useful he will really be.

Eliz



square
small triangle elements maybe

triangle when without armor
red, orange, dark gray

blond (so light yellow-orange) hair
brown/orange eyes

clothes:
casual:

cliche good looking idk
Jewellery like ear rings, hair ring, makeup

formal:
formal clothes, not very formal looking
still jewellery and makeup
team difference: well she does not want to look boring and normal and
therefore tries to look as good as possible in the bounds of formal samey
clothing

combat 1:
knight armor
hair closed?

combat 2:
no armor at all
just simple clothing
hair open
HIGH focus on her gauntlets and thrusters

details:
her family crest
she values how she looks. wears jewellery, paints her exotech

recognizability:
she often forms fists with her hands, comes from using the gauntlets confident
pose
the fucking armor
tank top?!?

Lucia
round + shapeless
black, blue, purple

yellow?!???



black hair
purple eyes
later also glowing purple

clothes:
BLACK
casual:

still rather formal looking
the same color as the military outfit (black)
buttoned shirt that is open except for one button at the top
long also black or gray t-shirt underneath

formal:
not much different from casual, just more
standard gray uniform
has a (black, edges something else) scouting cloak
black thin gloves?
team difference: the one that actually sticks to the formal style

combat:
less black, only as foundation
her weapon and exotech is slightly colored in her colors
light blue thrusters

recognizability:
the hood definitely
the big sniper rifle
bulky legs

Wilm
round + square

round as in very flexible in combat
square as in very set on his opinion and views

dark green, dark blue, brown
dark brown hair
brown eyes

clothing:
casual:

cool
gradient t shirt with necklace
ear rings maybe



formal:
pulls off still being good looking

feels effortlessly compared to Eliz
team difference: is a bit lax when it comes to sticking to the formal
clothing. has the buttons open or sth

combat:
has a round belt you could say. a holder where lots of grenades and other
tools are stored
green is a lot more prevalent here now due to his weapon but he also
dresses in dark green now
blue thrusters

recognizability:
his hair is this messy styled anime kinda way

suck that i cant draw


